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June 30, 1992

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

__

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2
Docket Nos. 50-369 and 50-370
Generic Letter 88-20
Individual Plant Examinations (IPE) for
Severe Accident Vulnerabilities
Response to NRC Request for Additional Information

Dear Sir;

By an April 21, 1992 letter, the NRC staff requested
additional information regarding the discussion of our
proposed resolution of Generic Issue 130, " Essential Service
Water System failures at Multi-Unit Sites, that was provided (
in our IPE submittal. Attached, please find our response to
the questions that were provided by your April 21, 1992
letter.

_

If you have any question regarding this submittal, please
contact Paul Guill at (704) 875-4002.

I declare under penalties of perjury that the statements set
forth herein are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge.

Very truly yours,

fdKB1 g
Ted C. McMeekin
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U. S. Nuclear' Regulatory Commission
June 30,-1992
page_2

xc: S. D. Ebneter
Regional Administrator, Region II

P. K. Van Doorn
Senior Resident Inspector, McGuire

T. A. Reed, Project Manager
ONRR
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U. S. . Nuclear Regulatory Commission
June 30, 1992
page 3

cc: with attachments
R. O. Sharpe
K. S. Crane
L. J. Kunka
P. F. Guill
d. L. Gill, jr (NS)
K. S. 9anady (NS)
P. M. Abraham (NS)
T. D. Curtis
M. R. Weiner
H. D. Brewer (NS)
P. T. Parish (NS)
P. R. Herran
H. A. Froebe (NS) [ File: GS815.07 (88-20)]
File: 815.07 (88-20)
/pfg029.nrc
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1. Comments

The initiating frequency was derived by constructing the fault tree for the ESW
system of one unit, that is, two ESW pumps and the corresponding trains. The
dominant failure mode is represented by the failure of the ESW pumps, one
pump fails to run (1.5E-04/hr) and the other fails to start on demand (2.4E-03)
resulting in a yearly frequency of 3.2E-03/yr. It is not clear without seeing the
complete analysis if other important failure modes were considered or not.

The operating experience of the U.S. PWR population indicates that the failures
or malfunctioning of the ESW pumps contribute only one component to the
failure modes and others such as intake problems, external causes (weather,
flood), and electrical interdependencies may also significantly affect the
operation of the system.

Question No.1

How did the McGuire analysis take into account these effects and what fraction
of the initiating frequency represents such failures,if any?

Resoonse

The loss of nuclear service water (RN) initiating event was derived by solving the
RN system fault tree for the top event "RN Header 1 A Fails to Provide Flow"
(W100A) using an annual exposure period (see Appendix A.6 of the PRA). The
logic under this top event includes failures of rrost of the components in the flow
path from the suction source to the discharge. included in the logic are valve
failures, pump failures, strainer failures and train related maintenance. These
failures include individual component failures and common mode failures such
as pump run, start and strainer failures where applicable. Common cause failure
make up less than three percent of the totalinitiating frequency.

| Generic data was used for most of the individual valve and strainer failures and
for the common mode failures. Data specific to McGuire was used for the pump

| run and start failure rates and for the train related maintenance. This data was
derived by searching operations and maintenance documents at the plant.

The top 10 cut sets contributing to the loss of RN initiator frequency are listed in
Attachment 1. A numtier of the cut sets that were generated from the solution of

| the RN fault tree were not applicable in terms of the loss of RN initiator. These
cut sets that would not initiate a loss of RN were deleted from the cut set listing.
Time dependent component failures were given an exposure period of one year
(multiplied by a capacity factor of 73 percent), except for the common cause
pump failure event.

|

|
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The McGuire Technical Specifications require the unit to be in cold shutdown
within a total of 108 hours following the loss of one RN pump if both units are
operating and the pump cannot be restored to operable status within the 72 hour
period allowed for repair. The common cause RN pump failure event was given
an exposure period of 108 hours based on this Technical Specification.

The top contributor to the loss of RN was train B in riaintenance with a failure of
the other RN pump to run. The pump un and run failure rates quoted on page
8-4 and 8-5 of the IPE submittal are not correct. The correct fatture rates shou'_
have been those as are listed in Table A.6-9 of Appendix A.6 in the PRA,11E-
05 / hr for the run failure and 1.4E-03 / demand for the start failure rates. These
failure rates were based on plant specific data.

The loss of RN frequency was reported as 3E-03 / year. This estimate is on the
conservative side as some of the top cut sets listed in Attachment 1 are
recoverable by swapping the suction source to the assured source, the Standby
Nuclear Service Water Pond. Guidance for this action is clearly given in the
current Loss of NLclear Service Water Procedure.

Other failure modes such as intake problems, weather, and electrical
dependencie, could have an effect on the operation of the RN system; however,
the loss of T.N initiating frequency accounts for failures specific to the RN system
itself. Ou', side influences such as weather are accounted for in the flood and
tornado sections of the PRA.

Complete intake plugging or other catastrophic intake failures are not considered
'

to be credible in the absence of an external event. Catastrophic failures of this
nature are considered to be bounded by the seismic analysis found in the PRA.
Plugging of a gradual nature would tend to fall the RN pump strainers before
plugging the intake structure grates. Individual and common mode plugging
failures of the RN pump strainers were included in the RN system fault tree and
were included in determining the loss of RN initiating frequency.

Electrical failures would have an effect on the operation of the RN system.
Electrical failures downstream of the first circuit breaker to a component were not
included explicit:y as separate failures, but are included as failures of the
component. The effects of electrical failures upstream of the first circuit breaker
are accounted for by the loss of off-site power and by the loss of an operating
essential AC and DC electrical bus sequences.

2. Comments

Failures involving the intake structures rep ant common mode failures for a
number of systems. Specifically, given intaks failure, the ESW system on both
units would be affected, as well as the backup from the Containment Ventilation

2
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Cooling (RV) system. For example, if it is assumed that 5% of the initiating
frequency represents common mode failures, the CDF contribution becomes
.05*3.0E-03*2.0E-01*1.0E-01=3.0E-06/yr, where 3.0E-03/yr is the initiator and
2.E-01 is the failure to activate SSF seal cooling (see page B-S of the McGuire
Report) and the last 1.0E-01 represents the failure to switch to the Standby
Pond. The RV backup and the other unit cross-connection are assumed
unavailable due to the common mode failures.

Therefore, these common mode type failures may contribute a larger fraction of
the totalinitiating frequency. In some cases they may be as much as 30% of a
total with the corresponding increase in the CDF (this would extrapolate at
McGuire to around 1.0E-05/yr). It is recognized that plant-specific features may
reduce this type of contribution.

Question No. 2

How does the ESW model and initiating frequency take into account common
mode failures, especially at the intake level?

Response

The Nuclear Service Water (RN) System at f..Auire has three suction sources
from which to draw on; the low level intake, the condenser circulating water (RC)
intake and the standby nuclear service water pond (SNSWP). These three
sources are all physically removed from each other.

The low level intake is the normally aligned suction source. It is located at the
Cowans Ford dam and takes water from the ow part of the lake. The RC intake
serves as a backup suction source, is located a distance away from the low level
intake and takes its water near the surface of the lake. The SNSWP is isolated
from the lake and serves at the assured source for cooling water.

Under normal operation, debris from the lake is prevented from entering the RN
system by both grating over the low level intake structure and by strainers
located upstream of each of the RN pumps. Grating over the low level intake
suction source is coarse in nature and is designed to limit access to the RN
suction piping and to keep large debris out of the system. By contrast, the mesh
size is much finer in the RN pump strainers; typically one quarter of an inch or
less. In addition, the low levelintake suction scurce is well below the surface of
the lake.

The RN system model and initiator includes common cause failures of the
pumps to start and to run as well as common cause failures of the pump
strainers due to plugging.

3
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Plugging of the two lake suction sources, the RN low level intake and the RC
intake, is expected to be highly unlikely since both have coarse grating, are
located a distance away from each other and take water from different depths of
the lake. Most debris that could cause plugging of the intake grating would tend
to_be floating near the surface. Based on this, it could be postulated that large
debris could plug the RC intake; however, this same type of debris would not be
expected to plug the low level intake as the water velocity in the vicinity of the
intake _is not high enough to drag large debris _down to the intake depth.

'

Discussions with plant personnel have indicated that there has been a situation
at_ McGuire_ in the past in which mud accumulated in the low level intake
structure. While this particular situation did not cause a loss of RN event, a
similar situation with a larger accumulation of mud could potentially affect the RN
systems in both units. This situation is unlikely as the intake structure is
currently inspected for accumulation of debris on an annual basis in accordance
with GL 89-13. These inspections should significantly reduce the potential for
mud accumulation in quantities sufficient to affect the RN system. However, this
potential failure mode is represented in the RN system model and the initiator
frequency by the common cause failure of the pump strainers.

A common mode failure of the three suction sources, RN low level intake, RC
intake and SNSWP, would have to be catastrophic and of a sudden nature. A

- failure of this type would most probably be due to an external cause such as a
seismic event. Seismic failures causing a loss of RN have been analyzed and

_

are discussed in Section 3.2 of the McGuire Probabilistic Risk Assessment.

3. Comments

The Technical Specification improvements are envisioned to improve the
,

availability of the ESW system when one of the units is in Mode 5 or 6. The;

ESW system unavailability is indicated to be 2.0E-05, but this seems to be based
on data derived from power operation. - For example, the test and maintenance
of one train is 1.4E-02 while at power. However, this value may be suostantially
higher duin.; shutdown (0.1-0.2).

L For example, assuming that the maintenance unavailability is 0.2, the fraction of
p shutdown time in a year is about 0.3 (i.e.,70% capacity factor), the CDF would

be initiator * Loss of RV* Loss of SSF seal * shutdown * Maintenance =3.0E-03*1.0E-
01 *2.,0E-01 *0.2=3.6 E-06/yr.

In addition, simultaneous maintenance on both ESW trains is also a possibility
decreasing the probability of using the crosstie for recovery.

!. 4
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Question No. 'l

What is the maintenance unavailability of ^an ESW train in shutdown? Do they
perform simultaneous two-train maintenance in shutdown? Is the crosstie used-
to provide SW flow from the operating unit to the shutdown unit, and if so, what
is the probability or the time fraction of use?

Response.

At the present time, no data has been collected to determine the unavailability of
RN while in Modes _5,6, or No Mode (Core defueled during reload). However,
the DG and RHR technical specifications for Modes 5 and 6 ensure at least one

i train of RN is available. Simultaneoum maintenance on both trains of RN are not
performed,~even while in No Mode. Spent fuel pool cooling is required at all
times. Therefore, at least one train of RN would be required to be available
since RN is a support system for the spent fuel pool cooling system. The
crosstie is not used to provide RN flow from the operating unit to the shutdown,

'

unit. Thus, at least one train of RN is expected to be available on the shutdown
unit during all shutdown modes. The cited NRC example of a core damage
sequence of 3.6E-06/yr would only be valid it both trains on the shutdown unit
were in maintenance -20% of the time. For reasons discussed above, this
assumption would not be valid for McGuire.

4. Commen+1

The op_erator has to reestablish RCP seal cooling within 10 minutes following its
loss.

Question No. 4

|- What information provides the basis for the operator to determine seal cooling
| loss?_ (seal temperature?) What kind of actions have to be performed to put the.

. backup seal cooling system (SSF) in operation? Is this system manually
operated?

!

| Response
1

The operator does not have to specifically diagnose a loss of seal cooling
because the Loss of Nuclear Service Water Procedure (AP/1/A/5500/20) and theu

| Loss of AC Power Procedure.(EP/1/A/5000/09) contain specific guidance for
initiating sealinjection from the SSF.

; Symptoms of a loss of Nuclear Service Water (RN) are :
i A(B) RN Pmp Discharge Lo Pressure alarm
!: A(B) RN Pump Abnormal Flow alarm
! RN Nonessential Header Pressure low.

s

!
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The ac' ions required to place the Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) in operation
are scenario dependent. For a loss of nuclear service water with AC power
available, the inlet valve for the standby makeup pump and the containment
isolation valve for the standby makeup pump are opened from the control room,
and an operator is dispatched to the SSF. Next, the standby makeup pump is
started from the SSF, and the valve from the standby makeup pump to the RCP
seals is opened. For a loss of AC power, an operator in the Auxiliary building
must transfer power supplies to 600 V motor control center 1EMXA-4 (this
requires a kirk key). Next the SSF diesel must be started and loaded. Finally, the
standby makeup pump must be aligned and started from the SSF.

5. Comments

The operators are trained to limit electrical motor operation without cooling.

Question No. 5

Electrical motors may run for en extended period of time without cooling.
However, the safety injection (SI) pump bearing oil is cooled by the RN system
directly. In case of a loss of RN system coupled with a loss of backup RV
system and the failure of the RCP seals, a small LOCA may result. The SI
pumps may automatically start upon decreasing pressure and may be damaged
in a short time period without RN cooling. Are the operators made aware of this
problem or will they react simply on high bearing temperature alarms?

,

Response

All!! censed operators are trained to re;alize that these pumps must have cooling
water to be operable. There are also high temperature alarms for overheating to
assist in recognition of the problem. The human error value assigned to the
action for cross-connecting RN between units takes into account consideration
for pumps failing due to a loss of cooling water. A more detailed discussion can
be found in Section 5 of the McGuire PRA for the event RNUNIT2 REC. A major
factor in this human error quantification was associated with the time an NV
pump could run without motor-cooling. Originally, an estimate of 15 minutes was
assumed. Based on additionalinvestigation (in support of the Catawba PRA), it
is now believed these pumps could survive up to an hour without RN cocling.
The Ni pumps would not be expected to be started following a loss of RN event
unless (i) the RV backup fails, (ii) the RN cross-connect fails, (iii) the SSF
makeup pump fails, and (iv) the NV pumps fail following prolonged use without
cooling. If all of these failures did occur, it would be considered a core-meltt

i regardless of whether the NI pumps were secured or not since no credit is taken

| for recovering failures and the NI pumps cannot be expected to perform their
function without motor cooling.,

6
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6. Comment 2

The AFW system may be limited in~ water supply oiven fn extended loss of RN
event.

Guestion No. 6

Do the procedures recognize the limited supply of the AFW system and how are
the operators trained to cope with this type of event? Did the IPE estimate the
CDF contribution of this type of event (extended loss of RN and limited FW
supply to' AFW)?

Response

The PRA uses a mission time of 24 hours for most components following an
initiating event. This is based on the assumption that with this amount of time,

- repairs can be made and ad-hoc actions can be taken to deal with emergencies.
If the condenser is available for steam dump, the hotwell will be available for
AFW suction when the other condensate grade sources are depleted. Low
auxiliary feedwater pump suction pressure (caused by a failure of condensate
grade sources) should cause automatic swapover to the Nuclear Service Water
and the Condenser Circulating Water System (RC) source. These are both long
term (>>24 hour ) sources. If these sources all fail, the operators would go to
EP/1/A/5000/13 (Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink) which calls for the
initiation of feed and bleed cooling.

Sequences 'nvolving loss of Nuclear Service Water as a suction source occur
with a failure _to break vacuum on the hotwell. These sequences contribute less
than one percent to the core melt frequency at McGuire.

7. Comments

The overall CDF contains the RN as a support system.

Question No. 7

What is the contribution of the RN system to the overall CDF as a support -
system that is from sequences not initiated by RN loss?

Response

The' contribution of the RN system to the core damage frequency is-

approximately 3.8E-06/yr (excluding loss of RN initiators). This is approximately
5% of the total core damage frequency. Attachment 2 contains a listing of the
top ten cut sets.

7
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Attachment 1
Top Cut Sets for Loss of Nuclear Service Water Initiator

Loss of Nuclear Service Water ;;9)

IS 3.01 E-03

WRNTRNBTRM RN Train 1B in Maintenance
WRN001AWPR RN Pump 1 A Fails to Run 1.97E-03

WRN0001WT Motor Operated Valve (Power

Removed)1RN1 Transfers ;

Position 2.37E-04 %
>

,

WRNTRNBLHE Latent Human Error on RN Train 1B
WRN001AWPR RN Pump 1 A Fails to Run 2.11 E-04

WRNTRNBTRM Rn Train 1B in Maintenance
JDGLSA1RYT Relay LSA1 Transfers Position 1.79E-04

WRNTRNBTRM RN Train 1B in Maintenance
WACTA12C4T 4160 V ac Circuit Breaker

Transfers Position 1.07E-04

WRN001AWPR RN Pump 1 A Fails to Run
WRN001BWPS RN Pump 18 Fails to Start 9.85E-05

WRN002JCVT Check Valve 1RN28 Transfers
,

Position
WRNTRNBTRM RN Train 1B in Maintenance 3.58E-05

WRN068AAVT Air Operated Valve 1RN68A

Transfers Position
WRNTRNBTRM RN Train 1 Bin Maintenance 2.77E-05

WRN013AMVT Motor Operated Valve 1RN13A
Transfers Position

WRNTRNBTRM RN Train 1 Bin Maintenance 2.33E-05

WACTB12C4C 4160 V ac Circuit Breaker Transfers
Position

WRN001AWPR RN Pump 1 A Fails to Run 2.11 E-05

e
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Attachment J
Cohtribution of the RN System to Overall CDP for Sequences Other Than

Those Initiated by Loss of RN '

h_ . PLANT-

DMLAGE SEQUENCE FREQ.

h': C LASS NAME MEASURE ACCIDENT SEQUENCE EVENTS *

.................................................................. ......................................................
7PI TQs0 4.66E-07 T3 Loss of Of f-Site Power Initi . ting Event

WRNTRNDTRM RN Train IB Unavailable Due to Maintenance or Testing
,

WRN001AWPS RN Pump 1A Fails to Start

300DGSDR SSP Diesel Generator Falls to Run.

=10D1 TQsU 4.48E-07 fil Loss of 4160V Bus Initiating Event
WRNTRNBTRM RN Train 1B Ur.available Due to Maintenance or Testing
NNYSSFADHE Operators Fall to Init. ate SSG Operation in Time (SSFA) i

RNDNIT2 REC Operators Tail to Align Unit 2 RN to Unit 1 Duringfransient
WRNRVBKREC Operators rail to Align RV Backup to RN

7PI' 10sU 2.74E-07 T3 Loss of O. cite Power Initiating Event
WANTRNDTRM RN Train IB Unavailable Due to Maintenance er Te9 ting
WRN001AWPS kN Pump 1A Falls to St art

NNVSSTBDHE Operators fall to Initiate SSS Operation in fires ($S08) j
1901 TQav 1.60E-07 til Loss of 4160V Bus Ini'lating Event

WRNPDFSDHE Operator Falls to Start RN Pump 18
NKVSSFADHE Operators Fall to Initiate SSS Operation in time (SSFAI
WRNRVBKREC Operators rail to Align RV Backup to RN

7P1 TQsu 7.340-08 TORNSW Tornado Causes Loss of Off. Site Power Initiating Event
JDG001ADGR Diesel Generator IA Falls to Run
JAN171AMVO Motor. Operated Valve RN171A falls to Open
NSS00DGSDR SSF Diesel Generator rails to Run !

7PI ~YCs0 1.34E+08 TORNSW Tornado Causes Loss of Off-Site Power Initiating Event
JRN07CAMVO Motor-Operated Valve RN70A rails to open
JDG001BDGR Diesel Generator 1B rails tc Run
NSS00DGSDR SST Diesel Generator Falls to Run

7PI TOsu 7.34E-04 TORNSW Tornado Causea Loss of Off. Site Power Initiating Event
JDG001ADGR Diesel Generator I A Fails to Run
WRN003BMVO Motor-Operated Valve RN009B rails to Open
NSS00DGSDH SSP Diesel Generator rails to Run

7PI TQsu 7.34E-08 TORNsW Tornado Causes Loss of Off-Site Power initiating Event '

*JDG001ADGR Diesel Generator 1A rails to Run
WRN1$2DMVO Motor-Operated Valve RN1$2D Fails to Open
NSSOODGSDR S$r Diesel Generatcr rails to Run

7PI 'TQs0 5.10E.08 T3 Loss of Off-Site Power Initiating Event
JDG001ATRM Diesel Generator 1A .in Maintenance or Testing
JRN171AMVO Motor-Operated Valve RN171A rails to Open
NNVSSFBDHE Operators Fall to Initiate SSS Operation in Time (SSFB)
ACO2DGSREC Off-site Power Not Restored Prior to Seal LOCA CM - 2 Start

7P! TQs0 6.10E-Os T3 Loss of Off-Site Power Initiating Event
,

JDG001ATRM Diesel Generator 1A in Maintenance or Testing
WRNi$2BMVO Motor-Operated Valve RN1520 Fails to Open

__
NNVSSFBDHE Operators Fall to Initiate SSS Operation in Time (SSFP)

ACO2DGSREC. Off. site Power Not Rostored Prior to Seal LOCA CM - 2 Start
I

Other Cutsets ........... 2.02E-06

..................................................................................,.....................................

TOTAL: 3.7BE-06 5.09% of CM Total Frequency 7.43E-05
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